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ACL ANALYTICS EXCHANGE
Sustainable analytics for advanced risk monitoring and performance insight.

Data is a hard nut to crack, but the right tools can unlock crystal ball-like insight. ACL’s analytic server can access, blend and analyze any
data to feed your crystal ball and give you the deep insights necessary to improve performance.
Data is pervasive and so is the BI technology used to analyze it … so
why is it so difficult to start, and what’s holding organizations back
from turning data into a competitive advantage? Data access and
blending is 80% of the job, but becomes incredibly challenging and
expensive when many tools are involved. And knowing what
questions to ask your data to get the right insight—in context of your
risk and control domain—is critical. ACL technology has been solving
these challenges for more than 30 years and provides assurance and
performance insight over process, risk, control and compliance areas.
Our server technology helps you build a centralized platform for
collaborative team-based work, automated data extraction and
blending with IT-trusted connections, and continuous monitoring
programs to analyze massive data feeds. Find hidden anomalies and
uncover strategic risks that threaten your organization—with the big
data-crunching power and sustainability of a platform solution.

 CRYSTAL BALL PLATFORM INSIGHT
Analyze the past to see the future. Referee your risk and performance
decisions with data science. By applying advanced analytics to the data
created by your organization’s activity, others will be amazed at the
insights revealed.

 SUSTAINABLE ANALYTICS
Centralize, collaborate and don’t let your analytics IP walk out the door.
Organizations that don’t embed their data analytics throughout their
team and processes are more likely to fail, as staff churn results in lost
knowledge. Centralize and secure your knowledge, assets and data.

 KEEP YOUR DATA SECURE & COMPLIANT
Make the IT security team your new BFF. Don’t leave data out in the
open. With ACL Analytics Exchange, all data can be kept in one secure
location on your server, reducing redundancy and improving security.
Move your critical data and analytics information off individual
computers to prevent loss due to theft or damage, and comply with
security regulations.
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Secure web-based interactive data visualization for stakeholders

 24/7 AUTOMATED TESTING
Just hit the schedule button. Reduce manual processes and save time
by automating and scheduling. Gain full control over how your tests are
run, and receive instant alerts if something isn’t working as expected.

 IT-TRUSTED, INDEPENDENT DATA ACCESS
Build an IT-trusted pipeline to your source data. Getting access to
critical data for testing and reporting can be a hassle for you and a
nuisance for IT. We provide tools to access and blend data like no
other. Build trusted connections to either local or cloud-hosted
datasets and schedule data pulls during non-peak times, without
burdening IT resources.

 FLEXIBLE AND SCALABLE
Big servers for heavy-duty processing. Big servers are used for big
processing, and ACL delivers high-performance analytics by providing a
system that can easily scale as your usage grows. Our analytics engine
is trusted by professionals around the world and expands to provide
more power and advanced analytics by embracing complementary tools
like R, Python and SQL.
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PRODUCTIVITY ECOSYSTEM
Training, best-practices and productivity
boosters built-in.
To help you succeed, we have heavily
invested in creating a productivity
ecosystem to provide more value. Your
subscription includes access to online
training, a library of pre-built risk analysis
scripts, a rich knowledge base, an
inspirations platform of ideas, and
complete user guides.


EXPERT GUIDANCE FOR
GOAL-SMASHING RESULTS
We have one goal:
to help you achieve yours.
Whether you’re just getting started or
evolving your current process, our
Customer Success team are experts at
applying technology to deliver value
faster than you could on your own. And,
we have training and technical support to
help you smash your targets, every step
of the way. Get a step ahead by using
ACL’s customer enablement teams to
empower your people, processes and
methodologies with our expert guidance.

ARCHITECTED TO PLAY NICE WITH
	
OTHER BI & WORKFLOW TOOLS

	ACCELERATE YOUR ANALYTICS
PROGRAM

Don't ever feel like your data is trapped. Leverage
the data being collected by your team to feed any
reporting tool. Your ACL data can easily be viewed
and shared with other third-party applications, like
Tableau or QlikView. Or, securely share your data
through our Web Client or Results module.

	INDEPENDENT, DEFENSIBLE,

Learn from others and implement quickly.
Kick-start your own risk and control monitoring
program by tapping into a growing, extensive
library of risk analytics and data blending shortcuts
developed by ACL and the ACL peer community.

	REDUCE OUTSOURCING
Quit paying for expensive services. Outsourcing
services to analyze your data is like throwing away
money. Take control and become sought after
within your organization.

REPEATABLE

Litigation? Don’t get caught without your
activity log. Your entire data set is protected in
read-only format. Every analytic step is recorded
to provide assurance and repeatability.

PC CLIENT-BASED VS. CLIENT/SERVER-BASED PLATFORM
Do you need individual analytics or sustainable team analytics?

Capabilities

ACL Analytics

ACL Analytics Exchange

Analyze data ad hoc,
and retain output on PC

★

★

Perform remote or offline analytics

★

★

(PC Client-Based Only)

(Client/Server-Based Platform)

Automate IT-trusted connections
to production data

★

Schedule access to production data
off hours

★

Share assets & output to
multiply team productivity

★

Meet compliance mandates, with sensitive
data remaining on secured servers

★

Chain analytics to optimize performance

★

Infinitely boost power with
server-based computing

★

Offload complex analytics
so PCs are free for concurrent work

★

Simultaneously output to multiple devices

★

Empower stakeholders with ability to
review output

★

Build sustainable analytic assets
that don’t walk away due to staff churn,
rotation or PC upgrades

★

Learn more about what you
can accomplish with ACL
Call +27 11 507-0123 to speak with a
representative.
Visit our website at www.acl.software
Email us at support@acl.co.za
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